Enj 5.2 Release Notes
BISIL NA, Inc, Sep 30, 2005: BISIL takes a great pleasure in announcing the release of Enj version 5.2.
This version release has been advanced to the meet the requirements of our clients.
•
Transact
Inter instance transfer is the major enhancement in version 5.2 that adds to the data processing capability of
Enj. The enhanced features now make it easier to manage a split process deployment across instances.
This capability has opened up many more deployment options for our enterprise customers. This helps them
manage their computing resources more efficiently and reduce deployment costs.
Transact module now enhances the transaction boundary feature. The other important features include
improved functionality in activities without human intervention, dashboard enhancements like sort order,
hide/ show fields and automatic refresh., and transaction flow after under multiple conditions. It now has an
enhanced capability to handle task-specific engines.
•
Reports
Enj Reports is being developed to handle more complex functionalities. The enhancements in 5.2 include
bar-code features in reports to ensure security and easy identification by authorized users. Report download
in HTML, XL and PDF formats, enhanced parameterization, more page setting options and nested reporting
are some of the other areas in which the reporting functionality has been enhanced.
Search Document is a powerful feature in Quick Reports that allows users to search for document(s) based
on a single value or a combination of values in the document.
•
Portal
Enj Portal module has more security features for the protection of private domain pages and reports. The
Menu Builder has more flexibility in terms of user interface.
•
Designer
Item set navigation can now be controlled by use of simple buttons. The values from Master files can now
be viewed and used as dynamic drop-down lists.
•
Admin
Admin module now facilitates the transfer of defined processes and reports from one DB to another by way
of scripting methodology.
•
Other
The other enhancements include increased flexibility in Users and Roles definition, multi-selection of items
and alignment in Modeler, catalog enhancements, and fine-tuning of GL reports.
About Enj
BISIL's Enj enables organizations convert their every day business and functional activities into automated
business processes. It also enables them to design associated documents, accept user input, forward the
documents for information or approval to the concerned roles, store the accepted data in databases and
retrieve it in the form of standard and user definable reports. Enj helps organizations orchestrate transaction
from end to end. Enj also provides metrics necessary to monitor the processes the health, efficiency and
effectiveness of business processes. In addition, Enj enables organizations maintain their active and
dynamic portal through its Portal extension. Enj Portal makes it possible to integrate parts of the enterprise
data warehouse with their corporate portals.
Enj has been nominated as one of the Best System Integration Solutions at the Linux World Expo for 2003
and 2004 consecutively along with products from IBM, Microsoft, and BEA. The analysts have also favorably
reviewed Enj.
About BISIL
Established in 1990, BISIL is a software products and services company and counts some of the leading
companies amongst its clients. BISIL has executed several medium and large projects on a turnkey basis. It
has rich experience in delivering products using cutting edge technologies along with functional expertise.

